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Debate as a Pedagogical Practice:
A Case Study from Finland on Teaching International Law
Tuukka Tomperi*, Outi Korhonen** & Sampo Mielityinen***

I. Introduction
Although debate is one of the most traditional teaching and learning methods, if not the
oldest, going back to the ancient educational cultures in Greece and Rome, it has lost ground
in modern university pedagogy. We argue that when practiced with a firm pedagogical base,
debate is a form of experiential learning and, as such, well in tune with contemporary
educational psychology. We aim to show that debate is an especially suitable approach to
teaching law and thus of interest to the international community of legal education. Law
studies still follow a rather traditional teaching pattern of lectures and seminars in many
countries, and this may be the case particularly for teaching international law even in the U.S.
universities where more interactive models are otherwise common.
Debate itself is obviously an essential form of communication for academic culture. It
can be argued that the kind of collective inquiry we now know as scientific research was born
out of the traditions that the Greeks initiated through their practice of dialectical (dialektike)
and rhetorical skills (rhetorike tekhne) in debating, thinking and teaching.1 The Romans
inherited those traditions and gave debate a central place in the education of a speaker
(orator) and a lawyer.2 Later, dialectic and rhetoric formed two parts of the trivium within the
medieval educational system of the seven liberal arts (septem artes liberales). The debate
tradition was thus transmitted to the modern European intellectual cultures when academic
curricula and pedagogy began to take shape within early modern universities.3
Today we see remains of these original debating traditions in many academic
activities, particularly in oral examinations, although they are relatively rare in Finland, and
the highly formalized debates in academic disputations, such as the doctoral defense. In
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addition, there is a vibrant scene in the anglophone world of competitive college debates4 and
speech clubs, and while these interests reached Finland relatively late, students now organize
debate clubs as extracurricular activities in Finnish universities as well.5 Furthermore, some
teachers use debate in different teaching strategies, e.g., the Socratic method or staged
debates. Debate and argumentation have been frequently recommended for civic education
across the curriculum.6 However, debating has not been popular in Finnish university
pedagogy, even though it has had some presence in high school teaching of late.7
This qualitative case study investigates the use of debates in university teaching by
presenting an international law course developed over three years through cooperation
between a subject matter specialist and a pedagogical expert. We analyze the experiences of
the class, also using student feedback as a source of insight. We found that the approach
generated a number of benefits in motivation, interest and relevance of learning. The
approach also supported active and cooperative studying and contributed to better learning
outcomes. Based on our case observations and findings, we argue that to generate these
enhancements to learning and to avoid pitfalls of debating, debate and argumentation should
be fully integrated into the course and embedded as a comprehensive pedagogical and
communicative practice, instead of using debates only as a decontextual and instrumental
teaching method.
In Finland, as in many other countries worldwide, the prevalent mode of legal
education, consisting of lectures and exams, with its shortcomings and alternatives, has been
much discussed.8 One common thread of the proposed alternatives seems to be the variation
of the interaction structures of learning in order to develop the multiple competencies
relevant to lawyers. The adopted pedagogical augmentations include moot courts, simulation
exercises, law clinics and other similar forms of modeling real-life interaction.9 The use of
debate in legal education is situated within general trends of development in universities. A
similar search for new pedagogical approaches in higher education to encourage active
learning and to support a broader set of skills and dispositions has established itself in many
countries in recent years, both in educating academic professionals10 and in social and
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political sciences.11 Especially relevant for our interests are innovative approaches that
include, for instance, using drama and holistic approaches in legal studies,12 simulations of
real-life negotiations or procedures in politics and law,13 and experiments with debating in
diverse disciplines,14 which are all typically instances of collaborative learning.15
In this article, we present the case, the process and the findings for a comprehensive
overview of this approach. We begin by outlining the course structure and flow. We then
discuss essential aspects of this approach, from debate as argumentation to debate as
pedagogical drama and experiential learning. We then draw conclusions from the iterative
assessment and feedback built into the course. Assuming that teaching law in a Finnish
university bears similarities with many other law schools around the world, we suggest that
the ideas developed here are widely applicable elsewhere. Throughout the article, we
highlight essential pedagogical features of debating and give suggestions along the way for
others who are considering this approach.

II. The Case: International Law Specialization Course
Based on the wealth of previous research and our prior experiments on a smaller scale, we
presupposed that debate could have many strengths, not only for the legal profession in
general, which calls for oral argumentation and negotiation in many different settings, but
especially for lawyers addressing issues in international law, which are more debatable, fluid,
and politically charged than cases relating to national legislation. Our case study, a
specialization course in international and global law, was designed to lean heavily on debates
as fundamental to the course completion requirements and to student assessment.
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From the beginning, it was agreed that the objective should be a thorough
implementation of the debating approach. This led to fully collaborative planning and
teaching by two teachers, and the course was resourced so that both teachers could participate
throughout the process and be present in most of the classes. This more profound adoption of
debate also meant that the course was co-designed from the perspective of debating starting
from the first class, with the idea of merging the content and the method.16 It was structured
to take full advantage of debate as a practice with its many different aspects: as a cultural and
philosophical tradition; as education for critical thinking, communication and argumentation;
as a form of inquiry and deliberation; as a focal point and motivational source for studying; as
a structure for cooperative group learning; and as a basis for course completion and grading.17
The course is offered at the bachelor’s or post-bachelor’s level, carries twelve credits
in forty-five hours of classes and accepts up to twenty-four students. Most students were at an
advanced stage of their law degree (third year in the Finnish system). The course was offered
in a more traditional format in earlier years, consisting mainly of seminar meetings and
independent readings; the students would prepare and present seminar papers with designated
commentators. In this article, we make some comparisons between the debate course and
these previous experiences. The data for this research is derived from our course design and
curriculum documents, our personal notes as teachers of the course, our discussions and
reflections of the development of the course through the three years (2017–2019), the
assessment materials and results, and the student feedback we collected through an
anonymous web query after each course.
A. Course Introduction and Orientation of Students
Because we wanted to immerse students in debate as a practice, we started the course with an
orientation to the debating experience and to the history and tradition of academic debate.
The first meetings focused on two objectives: (1) the introduction to the substance of the
course topic “Issues in International and Global Law” and (2) the orientation to debating both
in theory and practice.
Practical orientation to debating included short demonstrations and simulations of
debate and argumentation with participatory action-based activities: for example, paired
improvisation in free associations, small group spontaneous give-and-take in making and
defending suggestions, and group activities in forming chains of argumentation. While the
students introduced themselves, the purpose of these warmup debates was twofold: (1) to
build up the group spirit, create a secure atmosphere, and increase oral engagement in class
(aiming to shape the social dynamics, interpersonal rapport and communication); and (2) to
start identifying argumentation structures and the omnipresence of argumentative speech in
social interaction while learning to distinguish between quantitative and qualitative argument
premises and to contrast subjectivity versus objectivity applicable to different debate topics
(aiming to teach argumentation).
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The students were then offered a synoptic historical introduction to the origins and
trajectories of dialectic, rhetoric, argumentation and inquiry at the heart of Western
intellectual culture.18 The first meetings also included theoretical orientation to the basics of
argumentation forms and debating skills. The main part of the course was then organized
around debates and preparing for them in small group cooperative learning circles.
B. Debates
In the first iteration of the course, two main rounds of debates were offered: After the first
third of the course we held “practice debates” and then conducted the final debates at the end
of the course. For the second iteration of the course we held a round of shorter “case debates”
in pairs or teams of three during the second week, and these debates were conducted more as
a kind of seminar discussion around a legal case than as a formal debate. In the third iteration
we dropped this round of preliminary case debates because the students preferred to start
preparing for the practice debates as soon as possible. In any case, during the first two weeks
of the eight-week-period, the students debated spontaneously, in pairs and small groups, just
to get the feel of oral argumentation and to lower the tension of the debate situation; these
debates were short and the issues simple.
After the first two weeks, teachers assigned the themes (albeit with student input) and
teams for the practice debates requiring home preparation. The practice and the final debates
were conducted in teams of three to four students. The groups were mixed up during the
course to expose students to a variety of team partners. The lists of possible topics for both
the practice and the final debates were compiled by the teachers beforehand, but the students
had a lot of say on what the issues eventually were.
Debate issues were initially presented as questions for inquiry, and once the sides
were drawn for each debate, the question was formulated as a claim, thesis or proposition to
be defended or rebutted.19 The formulation of the debate topics is crucial20 because the
pedagogical potential of the debate is largely determined by the issue itself; it should be
central for the substance, open-ended enough to allow for a deepening debate and a realistic
disagreement, fair for both pro and contra parties, and relatively unambiguous to prevent
confusion and loss of focus. However, this does not mean that the topic should be entirely
predefined, for the disputes on the definition and demarcation of the issue are usually an
essential feature of the debate. We also found that molding controversial topics receiving
public attention into claims that discouraged easy stereotypes served to increase motivation
and quality of preparation. Some examples of topics used in the course were:
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Catalonia is entitled to independence
Finland should immediately ratify the ILO Convention No. 169 to protect Indigenous
and tribal peoples
The decision-maker must not pay attention to any quantitative quota when deciding
on individual applications for the refugee status even if the government sets such
quota
The rules of international humanitarian law apply to cyberwar
Diplomatic immunity causes harm
Armed drone attacks violate rules of war

The debate procedure21 with order and timing is roughly summarized in Table 1.
[Insert Table 1 here; tables found at the end of the document]
Table 1. The Debate Procedure

All the final debates in each of the three years turned out to be thoroughgoing, in-depth
examinations of the issues at stake. Overall, around one and a half hours were reserved for
each practice debate and a full two hours for each final debate, and many took even more
time when the debriefing and the final discussion were included. The effort and depth of
learning that the students showed in the final debates were remarkable, particularly compared
with learning outcomes in earlier years of teaching the course in the traditional seminar
format.
C. Cooperative Group Work in Studying for the Debates
The most decisive phase for learning is what goes on before (and after) the debates, although
the debate situation itself is significant as a communal event offering motivational focus and
building personal and professional confidence. The debate creates the target and incentive for
well-organized and effective cooperative learning, and the teachers have to create support and
give guidance during the phase of preparation and study.22 In our course, the teams or groups
were formed twice (2017, 2019) or three times (2018) for each of the actual debate rounds.
We did not let students stay with their closest colleagues but instead used random selection to
ensure that they received experiences of working with varieties of persons and styles.
We gave students some basic guidelines on studying for the topics, preparing for the
teamwork in debates, and organizing their study groups effectively, but all the practical
21
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procedures and forms of studying and communicating were left to the groups to decide
among themselves. In addition, in the early stage, each group had a meeting with a university
librarian who guided them in researching international law. Midway through preparing for
the final debates, each group had a supervision meeting with the teachers in which they had
the opportunity to present any questions. The better group members had studied and prepared
themselves for the counseling, the more pertinent and insightful questions they could devise
and so benefit more from the meeting. The best-prepared groups steered the supervisory
session with their questions on substance and debate strategy, whereas those who had
prepared less expected the teachers to steer the meeting, which was done mainly through
Socratic-style leading questions. Additionally, all the information and materials were stored
in a digital learning environment, and the students could send questions for teachers (and for
rest of the group to see) in the discussion forum at any time.
This cooperative work and teacher guidance for studying for the cases and debates is
essential for building a concentrated learning environment in such a course. The
encouragement, expectations, and scaffolding that the students get from the teachers and their
peers are the decisive drivers for higher standards of studying and learning. 23 They ensure
that the target is a high level of competence in the debated topics, and the students understand
that they will not be able to pass the course through improvisation and eloquence. Learning
has to be demonstrated in front of the whole class in the debates, which creates positive peer
pressure. Obviously, this has to be balanced by structuring the social dynamic of the group
and getting the students to know one another before proceeding to the debating phase, as we
did by laying the groundwork in the warmup and team-building exercises in the first sessions.
Also, all of the debates (the warmup, the practice, and the final ones) produce immediate
feedback mixed with emotional and substance debriefing. So, from beginning to end, this
kind of teaching approach requires special attention to the group dynamics and collaborative
practices, and their affective aspects.24

III. Debate as a Practice with Dimensions of Argumentation and Drama
A. The Elements and the Levels of Legal Argumentation
Students’ learning argumentation within the context, corpus, and traditions of international
law was our central aim. By way of orientation, we introduced some basic principles of
argumentation, but beyond the opening weeks, most of the studying and learning was
organized around cooperative teamwork in preparing for the debates. Thus, students learned
to deepen their understanding of argumentation through the hands-on practice of examining
and researching how they could best defend their side of the issue. As students realized early
during the orientation phase, this does not entail getting to know only one’s own side of the
23
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debate in detail. To argue effectively, the debaters must prepare for counterarguments and dig
deep to find their opponents’ strengths and weaknesses. This is the renowned principle of
learning dating back to antiquity, i.e. to argue in utramque partem, from and for both sides of
an issue—the pedagogical idea greatly emphasized by Cicero and the other Roman authors
on oratory.25 Many students reported as early as the team supervision session that they had
mapped their opponents’ strongest arguments and devised strategies for responding in ways
that would redirect the debate to their own strong points. In the post-debate debriefing, many
students shared their views on which counterarguments they had most feared and how they
felt they had succeeded in maneuvering around them.
The introduction to argumentation started with some elementary ideas on how to
construct a compelling argument. The simplest outline of components of an argument was
given as a combination of four elements: claim, warrant, impact, and audience. 26 In an
argument, a claim is presented, supported by a warrant, and argued to have some impact that
makes the argument significant and worth listening to by a particular audience. This
thumbnail sketch was made more robust with some slightly more developed and detailed
models of the argumentative structure, particularly Stephen Toulmin’s analysis of practical
reasoning. Toulmin’s model has six basic elements, distinguishable in all of the more
developed arguments: claim (what is being defended), grounds/data (information, main
foundation for the claim), warrants (justification, i.e., evidence and reasoning that links the
grounds to the claim), backing (background assumptions explaining and supporting the
warrants), qualifications (e.g., modalities like “by definition,” “always,” “usually,” “on
average,” “probably”), and rebuttals (e.g., reservations and anticipations of
counterarguments).27 Students were not required to apply this or any other specific model in
the debates or their written summaries, but these were offered as exemplary frameworks to
help them explore the many different elements of argumentation and scrutinize their issues
from as many points of view as they could devise.
We also referred to Kenneth Burke, whose theories help explain argumentation as
communication and “drama” in symbolic action.28 One of Burke’s central insights is the
importance of looking for what he called “terministic screens,” somewhat similar to what
authors in antiquity discussed as “topoi” (gr. sing. topos), meaning the shared and commonly
accepted points of reference that are used in communication to ground our perceptions: to
reflect, to direct, and to deflect the attention of the audience.29 Crucial are the ultimate
motives revealed in the most powerful terms that organize our thinking (the “god-terms,” as
Burke calls them)—for instance, the most fundamental values for a particular audience or a
community. This notion inculcates the idea of “back-chaining” the arguments—working back
25
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from the more conspicuous aspects of an argument or an issue to the fundamental or metalevel considerations that are not always immediately visible.30 As there is no unequivocal
constitutional base on which to lean in cases of international law, the task of searching for
deeper sources of support spurs the students to more profound studying, learning, and
thinking. Declarations, treaties, conventions, and precedents are obviously necessary points
of reference but not sufficient as such. The students have to start thinking about the whole
tradition of international law, its role in history (including colonialism), the prevailing reality
of international relations, the meaning of legal theory and legal discourse, the consequences
of different interpretations, the underlying ethical and epistemological questions, and,
eventually, the fundamental existential problems of human life in its relations within culture
and nature. We also frequently explored multiculturalism and learned to check cultural
stereotypes—the debate setting seemed to naturally support this kind of questioning and
criticism.
We must add that these pedagogical choices did not signal a particular preference for
the rhetorical approach in legal argumentation theory. There is obviously a wide range of
options for the more abstract analysis of legal theory and philosophy, but as legal pedagogy,
debate is compatible with any theory that regards argumentation as a communicative practice
within an interpretive community.31
In the debates, the arguments and argumentation levels multiplied rapidly. Our
analysis of the debates (and the written assignments) shows that students deployed at least
four levels of argumentation, as described in Table 2. The rarest were the arguments on level
(1) and the most common were those on level (3).
[Insert Table 2 here; tables found at the end of the document]
Table 2. Levels of Argumentation

The most intriguing finding, however, was that, on average, the debating students had many
more levels of argument and a better grasp of the pro and con arguments than most master’s
thesis writers in the same subject, although the latter had been taught (in seminar mode) these
similar argumentation levels and asked to show them in their theses. Law students proved to
be good debaters and were able to find and grasp more interdisciplinary arguments in the
debates than they would normally do in traditional courses. For instance, they were more
conscious of using statistical, social, and economic arguments in the debate than were
students who had been in the same course without the debating approach.
After the debates, the class discussed and analyzed the argumentation. Both teachers
gave feedback on argumentation, the conduct of the debate, and legal substance issues and
identified the possible use of different argumentation tools, which students could then, of
course, use in their written summaries. These tools included, for instance, distributional
30
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analysis, deconstruction, de-/recentering, de-/recoupling, denaturalization, de-/reification, de/remystification, framing/reframing, internal/immanent critique, use of metaphors and
narratives, othering, situating, genealogization, and so on.32 These sorts of tools, ranging from
modern analytic modes to rhetorical observations and postmodern deconstructive approaches,
were presented as possible ways to understand what happens in the debates. We did not
restrict the students’ choices; all that was expected was that they showed (with the help of the
sessions, the textbooks, and all the sources they found) ways of illuminating the debated
issues in a well-reasoned manner.
B. The Element of Drama and Simulation in Debate
As mentioned in passing above, in reference to Burke’s rhetoric, drama is one of the
experiential characteristics highlighted by the debate situation.33 In contrast to written
compositions that are often very formal, detached from the writer’s persona and checked
many times over before they are handed in, the debate takes place in oral communication
right at the moment. It inevitably directs attention to the personal presence and characteristic
traits (including manners and mannerisms) of the speakers. In comparison with the traditional
seminar presentations, interaction in a debate situation is much more fluid and spontaneous
and calls for a measure of creative responsiveness. This personally felt dramatic dimension
provides both an attraction and an anxiety factor for the students when they contemplate
whether to register for the course.
Depending on the unique learner qualities of each student, the drama of the debate can
seem attractively exciting, or excessively so. Also, law students in Finland and elsewhere
have diminished amounts of oral skills training in their curricula, making them wary of a
course in which their evaluation is based mainly on oral debate performance. To alleviate any
anxieties about the oral performance, several actions were taken as described above. We
emphasized that the grading was based on demonstrating subject knowledge and
argumentation skills. Also, we assured the students that debates were to be given as much
time as needed to allow everyone to demonstrate substantive knowledge—unlike in more
strictly timed debates, such as in competitions.
Nevertheless, it remains a question how the elements of rhetoric and drama relate to
learning disciplinary skills, in law, for instance. One answer is provided by Boggs, Mickel,
and Holtom, who argue that new pedagogy is turning away from narrowly knowledge-based
learning to interactive, experiential approaches because “[i]nteractive drama increases student
engagement and explores complex issues [. . .].” Having conducted theatrical drama-based
learning in their managerial science courses, they conclude that “[t]hese sessions result in
highly energized students wanting to participate in lively discussions. Because the vivid
scenes are so memorable, the students are able later to connect them effectively to [. . .]
theory.”34 Similarly, West and Halvorson report, in their case study of international relations
32
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classrooms, that “students’ emotional reactions are an important catalyst for metacognitive
reflection.” In our courses, it was likewise evident in many debate topics that “students’
critical reflection of the tensions between political and moral [and in our case, legal]
reasoning” was “often spurred by their emotional responses.”35
Our students also seemed elated, especially after the longer debates. Discussions were
lively; there were many more smiles; there were no dozing faces, even in the audience; and
the mutual feedback among teams and the audience was exceptionally encouraging.
Arguments in the debates were, on average, much sharper, more concise, focused and
multifaceted than in regular PowerPoint-type slides presentations in the seminars. It seems
that the drama element of debate provided the kind of experiential input that can stimulate
memory, empathy, deeper critical engagement and understanding, motivation, humor, and
positive attitude toward learning, teachers, course requirements, and other students.36

IV. Assessment and Feedback
A. Course Requirements, Assessment, and Learning Outcomes
Completing the course required participation in the practice debates and the final debates,
active participation in the preparatory joint sessions, cooperative teamwork in pre-debate
studying, and two short argumentative papers summarizing one’s own debate and one of the
other observed debates, both in the practice and in the final debate rounds. The weight
distribution of these elements in grading was fifty percent for the final debates, twenty-five
percent for practice debates and active participation in classes, and twenty-five percent for
written assignments.
Because the final debates carried the bulk of the weight in assessment, we recorded
them on video in order to review them if needed, and also to respond to potential student
requests for a reassessment. These recordings were made available to students so that they
could review their own performance and continue learning from the experience, with
safeguards to respect student privacy rights. To increase the reliability and impartiality of
assessment, the students’ performances in the debates were first graded independently by the
teachers, after which we compared notes and evaluations and discussed the final assessments.
In addition, students were asked to submit short written assignments analyzing the
strengths and weaknesses of the arguments in the debates. The students were asked to discuss
three to five legal doctrinal points. For students who felt less secure in oral expression and
whose thought processes extended beyond the debates’ end, these also offered a fair chance
of amending or adding on to their performances. The papers on the practice debates were
expected to be written in “IRAC” -style case analyses summarizing the issue (I), the rules
(R), the application (A), and the conclusion (C), presented as the student best understood
these to fit a particular debate topic. The final debates were then summarized in a freely
chosen form of argumentation analysis that students felt most effectively (at the same time as
35
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concisely and as comprehensively as possible) captured the main arguments of the debated
issues, using source literature, with specific reference to the relevant doctrines of
international law found in the textbooks. In this way, we wanted the students to practice
argumentation analysis and thinking through the debate form in these written assignments.37
Students’ learning results and grades accordingly were up to thirty percent to thirtyfive percent higher than in the more traditional seminar format for the course. This
improvement of the learning results was not only an observation we made as teachers.
Students also consistently reported in their anonymous feedback that studying for the debates
had been a more effective, motivating, and even—in a good sense—slightly pressurizing way
of learning than methods used in other courses. Over the three iterations of the course, there
was not one dropout, which is another notable achievement compared with more ordinary
teaching methods in this laborious (twelve-credit) course conducted intensively in an eightweek time frame, during the middle of the darkest winter period.
B. Student Feedback
The student feedback was, on average, more positive than in traditional courses. In addition
to end-of-the-course anonymous written feedback forms online, we welcomed continuous
spontaneous feedback. With increased communicative interaction, feedback also became
notably more active than in more monological teaching modes.
The online feedback query included many practical and pedagogical topics to help us
develop the course further. Table 3 lists four items and the distribution averages of the
responses from student feedback for the three years of the course (2017, 2018, 2019). The
responses for these, as for other items, as well as the open-ended questions, were
overwhelmingly positive, as can be seen in the averages. These reported experiences by the
students themselves correlate to the above-average learning results that we have pointed out
previously.
[Insert Table 3 here; tables found at the end of the document]
Table 3. Anonymous Feedback Query Responses

Several recurring comments were expressed by the students in the anonymously written
open-ended feedback responses: the increased motivation, the constructive and positive
feeling of slight pressure of studying and learning to be able to show new competence in front
of the group, the feeling of interest and relevance in how the new skills and knowledge were
applied, the initial doubts in the beginning of the course that dispersed quickly, and the call
for more of these kinds of courses in the curriculum. Quite a few also commented that they
found the course entertaining and even had fun, although they worked a lot, too. To illustrate,
the below comments from different individual students are representative and were picked
almost at random among the responses:
37
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“I was very pleased with the course and I think the debate and presentation skills are
essential for a jurist. I would welcome more courses like this in legal studies because
we get way too little practice in oral delivery and performance.” “I was really
positively surprised how well the debating functioned as a learning method and how
good the course was overall. It was also great to notice how enthusiastic and
motivated all the other students were too.” “The level of my own motivation in
studying for the debates surprised me because I felt a positive kind of pressure to be
well prepared to show, in a real situation, what I have learned about a topic.” (2017)
“For the first time during the five years of my legal studies, I got the feeling that
finally something real was demanded from me as a student: I had to think for myself
and improve my skills of compiling legal knowledge and grasping the wider picture
of issues.” “The format was refreshing and it made learning really interesting.” (2018)
“The alliance of law and rhetoric was well suited to this purpose, and it was good to
have two teachers in the course.” “I had my doubts in the beginning but they were
soon effaced as the course turned out to be as entertaining as it was instructive.”
(2019)
A strong impression of intellectual stimulation emerges in many of the responses: The
approach seems to succeed in challenging students intellectually while offering enough
support for learning.
Of course, every approach fits the capacities and dispositions of some students better
than others. We were prepared to meet some protests of discomfort at the emphasis on oral
communication, because Finnish discursive culture is known to be reserved, even
stereotypically timid. This was reflected in the responses that commented on the initial
intimidations or doubts when the course syllabus was introduced to them. However, over the
three iterations of the course, only two students reported being left feeling that they were
unable to show their competencies fully. The written assignments had been designed to offer
the more literarily oriented or introverted students a chance to compensate for their perceived
shortcomings in oral debating.

V. Conclusion and Discussion: Why Debate?
Every self-reported case study faces questions of reliability, of teachers’ not being impartial
observers but practitioners within the action, carrying the pedagogical and ethical
responsibility at the same time as collecting data and making observations.38 One traditional
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When designing the course early on, we decided to study it as a case study in pedagogical development. This
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response to these questions is to note that the outcomes surprised us too: We had anticipated a
much more complicated process (with students objecting, dropping out, and having trouble
with the group work or the debating situations).
One paramount and obvious explanation for the results we observed is the cooperation
of a professor of law and a pedagogical expert, the extra teaching resources we had available,
and the thorough co-planning and co-design of the course.39 It turned out to be the right
choice to trust the potential of debate and build the course entirely on debating and
argumentation. However, as we have pointed out, for the benefits of emotional motivation for
cognitive interest and intellectual engagement to materialize, the socio-emotional support
element is crucial (for social dynamics, rapport, warmup, debriefing) throughout the course,
and teachers must be aware of the potential emotional strain.40
Criticisms directed toward the use of debates in teaching are various and well known:
for instance, that debates foster harmfully adversarial and competitive attitudes, favoring selfassured and vocal students; that debates reinforce dualisms, and lead to oversimplification,
knowledge misrepresentation, and ignorance of the multiplicity of perspectives.41 These
charges, however, are based on a very narrow view on how debate can be used in teaching,
and they disregard the pedagogical supports that can and must be built around the debating
situations. We aimed to embed the students in an experience of taking part in an important
communicative practice and tradition that is omnipresent in our societies, in politics, in law,
and in science. We hoped that they would see the deeper purpose of the debate and
argumentation format and not think of it as a gimmick used as just an instrumental method of
teaching. When understood in this way as a comprehensive communicative and pedagogical
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practice, this approach entails orientation, introduction to the history of the tradition,
collaborative studying, support for the group dynamics, continued guidance and scaffolding
by the teachers, warming up and debriefing for the debate situations, emphasizing knowledge
and argumentation instead of competition, and foregrounding vivid communication and
concentrated listening instead of trickery and wordplay. It comprises several phases of
preceding preparation and subsequent reflection, also in written form. Although the debate
situation is the experiential focus of all this, we argue that it is the entire course process,
analyzed in this case study, that makes the approach really work as a pedagogical practice.
Debating itself is a real-life experience distinct from purely academic forms, i.e., lectures,
seminars, examinations, and essay-writing. In our view, debate in this sense is also a form of
simulation of real situations, often found effective in education42—modeled not on any single
institution, but more robustly on debating as a general communicative practice within social
and discursive interaction.
When used with a thought-out design, it is clear that debating relates to many
essential anchors and props of learning that have been long recognized in educational
psychology.43 The factors of interactive pedagogy, challenging tasks, and encouraging
students’ independent thinking, all clearly features of the case, most probably contributed to
engagement, experiences of self-efficacy, and peer relatedness in student-to-student academic
support, influencing students’ intrinsic motivation positively and promoting better learning
results.44 The debate functions as a purposeful focal point motivating the study to apply skills
in practice. Preparing for the debates stimulates the students’ metacognitive reflections on
what they know and need to learn. All the knowledge content must be understood in the
context of a relevant conceptual framework created by the issue, the argumentative objective,
the debate situation, and the cooperation within the study groups. Cooperation in the teams
helps students discuss and compare their respective understanding and leads to meaningful
learning dialogues on the subject. The pro and cont reflections support the development of
dispositions for critical thinking and an inquiring mindset. The debate situation requires
students to organize knowledge in ways that facilitate retrieval and application. Most
importantly, the process itself, throughout the course, demands that the students begin to
assume responsibility and ownership of their studying in defining the goals of learning and
monitoring their progress metacognitively.45
Another essential aspect seems to be the way debate generates the sense of
meaningfulness of studying law. It offers some correction for the shortcomings of traditional
teaching methods, especially the lack of applicability of learning often felt by the students.
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The skills developed in debate are highly relevant for lawyers. Although the course used as a
case study in this paper emphasizes legal and argumentative substance, the form (rhetorical
and negotiation skills) and substance are intrinsically intertwined. The performative elements
of law manifest as embodied, affective, and reiterative qualities that move law into the thick
world of lived experience.46 In this regard, the current mode of legal education often leaves
room for improvement. According to the Finnish annual survey of university graduates who
have taken their master’s degree five years earlier, there is a clear gap between the practical
relevance of communication and interaction skills and how the law students acquire them
during their studies (see Table 4).
[Insert Table 4 here; tables found at the end of the document]
Table 4. The Importance and Development of Cooperation, Negotiation and Presentation
Skills

In conclusion, we argue that debate has not lost its value in academic education, despite its
ancient origins. It imparts multidimensional skills and critical and dialectical thinking.47
Today, this need is highlighted both in the circumstances of the information flood and the
amassing disinformation that requires critical media analysis and alertness from everyone,
especially students. The practice of debate instills a nondogmatic, inquiring attitude to
knowledge and the ability to understand and apply knowledge rather than only retain it. As a
dramatic mode of interaction, it engages the debater’s personality, bringing their way of
being and acting into the communicative pedagogical experience. As a tradition, the debate
elaborates the heart of science as communal inquiry—to reason together and to engage in
academic critique—in an experiential, holistic, and purposeful manner.
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APPENDIX/TABLES

Table 1. The Debate Procedure
■ The first round of arguments, prepared in advance (each speaker’s turn max. 4 min.): 1.
defending (affirmative) speaker, opening statement; 1. opposing (negative) speaker, opening
statement; 2. defending speaker; 2. opposing speaker; 3. defending; 3. opposing; (4.
defending; 4. opposing).
■ A short break (5–10 min.) for reflection and discussion of strategy within teams.
■ Free debate (ca. 20 min. in the practice debates, ca. 30–40 min. in the final debates): Team
members request the floor and take turns as the chair assigns the turns in the order of
requests; very short points of information or rebuttals may be given, departing from the
speaking order.
■ A short break (ca. 4 min.) for the teams to deliberate on their concluding points.
■ Concluding speeches (max. 5 min.) by the defending team first and then the opposing team
(teams were free to decide whether all team members take a turn or only one of them
speaks).
■ Questions from the audience (the rest of the student group) for the teams.
■ Debriefing the teams (asking the debaters to comment on the experience and their
sentiments, and what they themselves think of the issue immediately post-debate); debriefing
with regard to emotional aspects is worthwhile, because the debates are often intensively
affective experiences.
■ And finally, general discussion with the teachers participating, commenting and answering
possible student questions on the issue.

Table 2. Levels of Argumentation
1. Fundamental argumentation

I.e., meta-level values and axioms

Social and individual goals

E.g., what is the meaning and (ultimate)
purpose of law/international law?

Raison d’etre of science

E.g., what is the meaning and ultimate goal of
(legal) science?

‘Deep’/structural issues

Social contract, nature of technology, the
relationship of human to nature, dialectical
tradition, coloniality, etc.

2. Policy argumentation

I.e., law in society approach,
multidisciplinarity

Reasonability, proportionality,
legitimacy

E.g., what is the social goal, purpose, aim that
argument X serves?

Re-/distributional effects

Who are the winners and losers?

Balancing test

Weighing pros and cons

Root causes or symptoms
Short-, middle-, or long-term
actions/impacts

E.g., which time span is the most important
here?

“Slippery slope” arguments

“If we give one finger, then we lose the hand”

3. Norm-based argumentation

I.e., legal sources

Treaties

Black-letter law

Customary law

Opinio iuris and behavior of legal subjects

Legal principles
Ius cogens

Peremptory norms, absolute norms (no
derogation permitted)

Case law

Precedents, analogies, jurisprudence

Legal literature
Legal and nonlegal morality

Ex aequo et bono, fairness

4. Fact-based argumentation

I.e., empiria

Empirical knowledge
Historical knowledge
Statistics, probabilities
Efficiency estimates
Big Data

Table 3. Anonymous Feedback Query Responses
2017

2018

2019

The course was interesting, in comparison to other courses on the 4.5
same level
(1 = a lot less; 5 = a lot more)

4.3

4.5

The course was useful, in comparison to other courses on the same 4.2
level
(1 = a lot less; 5 = a lot more)

4.6

4.3

Preparing for the debates felt meaningful and motivating
(1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree):

4.5

4.3

4.5

I would willingly participate in another course organized in the 4.2
debate format (1 = strongly disagree; 5 = strongly agree)

4.3

4.7

The query item:

Table 4. The Importance and Development of Cooperation, Negotiation, and
Presentation Skills
(Information service of the Finnish National Agency of Education, vipunen.fi, read June 18,
2021)
The skill

The importance of the skill
in the respondents’ work as
lawyer (scale 1–6)

The development of the skill
during the respondents’ law
studies (scale 1–6)

Cooperation skills

5.1

3.2

Negotiation skills

4.7

2.4

Presentation skills

4.7

3.0

